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Moderator: What do you think is the most exciting work to come?

Geoff Hinton: Let me start by just saying a few things that seem obvious.

I think if you work as a radiologist, you are like the coyote that is already over the 
edge of the cliff, but hasn’t yet looked down, so doesn’t realize there is no ground 
underneath him.

People should stop training radiologists now.

It is just completely obvious that within five years deep learning is going to do better 
than radiologists, because it is going to be able to obtain a lot more experience. It 
might be ten years, but we got plenty of radiologists already.

I said this to the hospital, and it didn’t go down too well.

[Hinton shrugs. Audience laughs.]



Was Hinton right or wrong?

• Hinton made two different statements
• Within 5 (or 10) years deep learning is going to do better than radiologists
• We should stop training radiologists now [in 2016/2017]

• Hinton was widely ridiculed and attacked for the second statement
• Far less discussion about the first statement















Benchmarking AI software

Lung nodule detection
on

chest radiographs

Large vessel occlusion detection
on

brain CTA

Bone age prediction
on

hand radiographs

Multicenter data Dutch hospitals

Project AIR

www.AIforRadiology.com/project-air
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• Hinton made two different statements
• Within 5 (or 10) years deep learning is going to do better than radiologists
• We should stop training radiologists now [in 2016/2017]

• Hinton was widely ridiculed and attacked for the second statement
• Far less discussion about the first statement

• I believe the first statement is correct
• Today, for almost all image interpretation tasks that radiologists perform,

you can, fairly easily, build deep learning systems that performs this task as well







Was Hinton right or wrong?

• Hinton made two different statements
• Within 5 (or 10) years deep learning is going to do better than radiologists
• We should stop training radiologists now [in 2016/2017]

• Hinton was widely ridiculed and attacked for the second statement
• Far less discussion about the first statement

• I believe the first statement is correct
• Today, for almost all image interpretation tasks that radiologists perform,

you can, fairly easily, build deep learning systems that perform this task as well
• Over time, building such systems will become easier

• The mistake Hinton made was to assume that statement 2 would be a logical
and immediate consequence of statement 1 
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More affordable or more expensive? 

• Most AI products for radiology on the market today aim to assist a radiologist

• This will drive up costs as a hospital needs to buy the software and pay the salary of radiologists, 

unless the radiologists read faster (few studies address this; very few products targeting this)

• Goal is quality improvement. In practice: modest sensitivity ↑ at equal specificity

• AI products that aim to replace tasks of human experts could potentially reduce costs

• Goal is cost reduction and throughput increase; quality should not go down (too much)

• Why do companies with their products aim for assisting rather than replacing?

• Business strategy: if you think of the radiologist as your customer, you are nice to them

• Business strategy: start with assisting the customer, full automation could come later

• Strategy backfires: no reimbursement in Europe

• Alternative strategy: Focus on products that reduce workload for humans and save costs









BoneXpert

Source: Hans Henrik Thodberg, 2017

How radiologists use BoneXpert

• 10% performs full manual rating first and uses BoneXpert as a 
second reading

• 40% relies on BoneXpert’s rating and looks at the image only for 
other findings (dysplasias, syndromes, fractures). Saves a lot of 
time

• 50% no longer looks at the images - instead, the referring 
physician looks up the BoneXpert bone age value shortly after 
the image has been recorded. Gives excellent workflow for the 
paediatricians
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Additional requirements for autonomous AI

• AI has to decide which cases it can process

• Reject low quality images

• Delegate out-of-distribution data to human experts

• Delegate borderline/difficult cases to human experts

• AI needs to be monitored for (catastrophic) mistakes

• If there is an accident you should learn from this (mistakes should become training data)


